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The onslaught of Spring always brings a bursting forth of new life

and is an indicator and reminder for us to sync things in our lives
accordingly. Just as the plants and trees have shed their old growth and
spawned new growth, there are things that we must continually shed to
grow. It could be old or bad habits, ways of thinking or doing things, or
something as simple as cleaning your home or space. Holding on to old
or unproductive things and ideas hinders growth and creates a stagnant
environment.
Being your own self check drill sergeant is the best way to stay true
to growth and learning. That inner voice, your true voice, always seems
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to know the truth of the matter, no matter how much we suppress it.
Understanding the workings of the conscious and sub-conscious mind
helps one to grasp the concept and process to program oneself with the
proper codes for maximum performance. Although, for example, a pro
athlete must weather extreme physical stress, it starts in the mental
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sphere of deciding to do the work and to be great. It requires one to
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pain/discomfort) as the deciding factor in progress and instead to
embrace and push through opposition. Whether it is positive
affirmations, prayer/meditation or innate confidence and will power,
the sub-conscious mind listens to the inputs you give it, not the surface
meanderings of the conscious mind.
Nature always provides the best examples of the cycles of things
and it is wise to go with the current as opposed to swimming upstream.
Out with the old and in with the new!

J. Dodd Jr - Executive Director

STEM @
STEAM Teams has partnered with Dekalb Academy of
Dekalb Academy
of Technology &
Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and

Jerone Dodd Jr (left) is
Technology & Environment to usher in a new era of STEM

have the chance to learn advanced skills in fields such as
Digital Media, 3D Animation and Solar Energy. K through 4th
graders will have Robotics classes, which focus on many of
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SOLAR& GREENENERGY
This month students created solar
ovens. We used recycled boxes,
aluminum foil, and plastic wrap.
Solar ovens are great for conserving
energy and also produce zero
emissions and zero waste which is
great for our environment. This
technology is used all around the
globe especially in rural areas with
limited access to electricity.
Commercial grade solar ovens are
capable of getting up to 400
degrees Fahrenheit which makes it
possible for cooking rice, chicken,
steak, baking, boiling water, etc.

challenge our students
to go above and beyond
what is expected and
develop a passion for

plethora of STEM

their interests. We look
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forward to assisting
students reach their
potential in various
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Students not only
participated in the
project and built
hydraulic pumps, but
they demonstrated their
newfound knowledge
with a presentation.
Digital Media Instructor
Rolanda Oliver (left) (right)

ROBOTICS
Hydr au lic Robot ic Cr an e Pr oject
The power of water can be harnessed to do all
sorts of things. For example, thousands of years
ago, people knew how to use water mill wheels to
grind wheat into flour. About 150 years ago, an
English industrialist named William Armstrong saw
a waterwheel in action, he subsequently developed

Mannish recently
performed on Showtime at
the Apollo with Steve
Harvey to a standing

STEAM Teams Robotics
students showing drafts off
their "Hydraulic Robot
Cranes." The students
learned about the physics
concept of "Hydraulics,"
operated by a liquid moving
in a confined space under
pressure.

cylinders to create a force to move things is called
?hydraulics?, and today a special oil called ?hydraulic
fluid?is used instead of water. When liquid is
contained within a pipe, we can use it to create
motion in a straight line by using a cylinder and
piston. This method of applying a FORCE and
causing motion is called Hydr au lics.

digital media instructor Ms.
Rolanda Oliver had the
pleasure of directing a
music video for the up and
coming group Mannish
who will be releasing their
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next hit single ?Dance With
Me?produced by Nick
?Fury?Loftin. Using the
very same elements in
pre-production and

MEDIA ARTS EDUCATION: An Introduction

production that are

?Media Arts Education? is now recognized at the national level by all national

conveyed within the class

arts organizations and their associates (NCCAS) as a discrete PK-12 arts

setting, Ms. Oliver is

content discipline in addition to Dance, Music, Theatre and Visual Arts. New

involved in every step of

National Media Arts Standards have been adopted, or are in the process of

the creation process of the

Robotic Crane" project. First, students draw the

adoption by approximately 20 states since their publication in 2014.

video from initiating

structure of this hydraulic robotic crane, then they

We live in a ?media arts? centered world. We know and learn about, and create

casting calls to making the

use syringes, cardboard, ice-cream sticks, plastic

our contemporary world through media arts communications and design

final decision on the edit in

plates to build their own hydraulic robotic crane.

formats. Our global culture has moved from text-dominant to

post production.

Water in two syringes connected by a tube. The

multimedia-based modes of perceiving, knowing and communicating, and

a piston engine -- hydraulic crane, which can load
coal into barges at the quayside. Using water in

ovation.

This month the CTAE

Recently in the robotics program, students learned
the new concept ? h ydr au lic pow er in ?Hydraulic

pushing/pulling force of the syringe pistons make
the crane rise/fall. Furthermore, students compete

The fifth grade digital

students should become versed in these processes and literacies for 21st C

media students are

competence and as participating and media savvy citizens. Furthermore, these

prepared to enter the

tools and methods foster a powerful form of learning that is complex,

audio production level of

to see whose ?hydraulic robotic crane? is the

connective, project-based and real-world. Media arts students can apply core

the process for their

strongest one. Students also summarized this

academic content in creating cultural products that are meaningful to students

current project which is to

project by doing presentation.

and purposeful to their communities.

develop and produce a

Contributors - LAUSD Media Arts Advisory Committee, Pixar Animation, AutoDesk - 2D and

concept for a song and

3D Design Software, ESRI ? Geographic Information Systems

music video. Stay tuned for
the final cut!
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More and more people are awakening to the need for a
greater level of self sufficiency when it comes to basics such
as food growing and energy production. With the closing of
supermarkets in highly populated areas and the growing
concern over the spread of food deserts (an urban area in
which it is difficult to buy affordable or good-quality fresh
food) many people see locally grown organic produce as a
common sense solution. When large numbers of families
began to migrate from rural areas to large cities over the last
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one hundred years, perhaps in a few generations many of the
skills to survive off the land were lost in exchange for urban
survival skills. Many of us are now seeking to find a balance
where we live to have access to healthy and affordable food.
Could smaller local urban organic farms and gardens be the
solution for preparedness in the case of a major disruption in
the food distribution infrastructure? Perhaps so, at least in
the case of seasonally grown foods. So many of us have
grown accustomed to having certain vegetables and fruits
available year round that the concept of self sufficiency begs
the question ? how much of our current standards of food
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with Advanced Power
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& Energy. He
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enjoys technical
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installation of over
10 MegaWatts of solar
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availability are we willing to sacrifice to return to
a more sustainable and environmentally safe
model of food production? What could we really
achieve by largely supporting a locally grown
model of network? As these and more questions
get answered by individuals and organizations,
like Habesha Inc. and Truly Living Well Farms,
who continue to develop urban organic food
solutions, our goal is to supplement this
development with sustainable energy solutions.
For example, any garden, farm, or even lawn will
require a steady supply of regular waterings.
How this water is accessed, stored, and moved
about is of utmost concern for the grower who
does not have access to a municipal source.
Solar powered well pumps are nothing new,
however, educating students about how solar
powered pumps work goes a long way in
fostering the self sufficient mindset we want to
see in our communities. The interesting part
about the whole self-sustainable movement is
that it is far from being anything new. It?s not
uncommon to be working in an urban garden
and have someone passing by to stop and
mention how their grandmother always kept a
garden. ?We had all the food we needed growing
right there in the garden.?
We have everything we need right here in our
backyards. Now that?s a concept I can definitely
support!

Above - Example of
solar powered water
pump system.
Below - A traditional
and manual water
pump
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When me and my

counterparts opened a

dance studio in 2006 with
the intent to teach people
Memphis Jookin, we
immediately began to exert
our innate knowledge of
motion. However, I began to
realize that there was no
way to teach it without
relating it to what people
already are familiar with.
Jookin is a foot based dance
style that is more similar to
Ballet than any other dance.
In addition, the musical
biology of Jookin creates

LONGDISTANCECALLS
The transition of indigenous street dance into
the mainstream has been both a willing
entry and a forced depiction of the goals
that are set for its main characters. This
entertainment phenomena has created
some divisions of opinion and imitations
of life in the last 30+ years. The actions
that follow the exposure of fresh new dance
cultures are related to the foundations established by its
pioneers before it is broadcasted to the world. Ordinary Break
dancers and Poppers from the East and West Coast collectively
learned new dance concepts when exposed to one another on
television in the old world. In the new world, we witness
dancers that have no cultural perspective create less
groundbreaking material while watering down established
dance traditions. To increase the severity of their actions, they
claim to represent these cultures remotely for fame.

of the tutorials we created.
By adding on a historical
analysis of our legendary
presence in Memphis, I was
able to formulate a book that
helped you conjure the style
traits of Jookin while
practicing the motions that it
distributes. In 2010, I finished
the first edition of ?The Jook?,
which has become a
household product in the
world of Memphis Jookin. I
am also the first street
dancer to ever record an

to West Coast Poppin. This is

In cultural anthropology, there are two types of opinions
and cultural viewpoints. These are the -et ic and -em ic
perspectives which determines the validity of one?s viewpoint

difficult to explain to a new

based on their direct or indirect knowledge.

used factual and socially

People speaking from an -etic viewpoint are not members
or regular participants inside of the culture they cast opinions
about. Their -emic contraries provide original and authentic
cultural information based on fact and/or traditional folk

materialized -etic and -emic

another more energetic
personality trait that relates

dance student. Although
reading is not the biggest
hobby of humans today, I
knew that real dancers

entire style into vocabulary
and literary documentation. I

depictions of 3 dance
cultures to help explain why
mine is completely different

would eventually want this

from them all. This was the

knowledge. Moreover, I was

beginning of creating an

more interested in it being
done correctly instead of
being reorganized and still
called Memphis Jookin. So, I
compiled all of our dance
studio DVD ideas into an
extended vocabulary that
explains the inner workings

Daniel Price is the first
urban dancer to go viral on
Youtube and a Memphis
Jookin Legend. He is also
the President of Menfes
Interactive's Dance
Technology and the COO of
Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

entire learning system that
any culture can eventually
insert its knowledge into.The
Jook, 2nd Edition is being
developed and the first
installment will release
August 23,2018 at
memphisjookindp.com

knowledge. The -etic perspective is amongst the most prominent in
the entire global and national culture pertaining to American street
dance. The -emic perspectives may possibly be some of the least
known artistic knowledge across the vast global spectrum of art itself.
Authentic urban dancers used freestyle dance to develop ideas and
generate new material. Their intra-generational contemporaries are
catapulted into their world based on false foundation by -etic
exposures of live demonstration.
The rise of the Internet fueled new urban dance cultures with
exposure to a mass collection of -etic information in the world of
Funk style dance. It began with Boogaloo, Robot and Strut, known as
the BRS in Bay Area California. These -etic pioneer styles gave birth to
later West Coast concepts such as Poppin and Lockin. New urban
dance styles like Memphis Jookin found usefulness in the research of
this old world knowledge, which is now more than 50 years old.
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.
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Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
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